Computer Communication Review has a New Offspring

Since last fall, the Computer Communication Review has a new online presence, called CCR online or CCRo for short. The content published at CCRo falls into two categories:

• “Published in CCR,” where you find all the content that has appeared in the Computer Communication Review. You can browse the content or download entire issues.

• “CCR online,” where you find the following categories specific to CCRo: Career Forum, Community Resources, Education, Miscellaneous, and Comments on CCRo.

As of this year, we also plan to make the proceedings of ACM SIGCOMM available via CCRo.

CCRo intends to foster the exchange of ideas and encourage interaction within the community by allowing readers to submit a contribution to CCRo.

We feel that there is lots of expertise in this community that today is not shared through the traditional channels such as peer reviewed publications. The traditional print media are very much one-way channels with limited opportunity for the readers to communicate with the authors. CCRo is an attempt to overcome such limitations.

We hope that you take the time to check out CCRo and, even more importantly that you contribute to CCRo. Contributions are not moderated and you can comment on any prior submission or make a submission to any of the categories in “CCR online.” To make a submission, you first need to create an account, which should not take more than a few minutes. We encourage a wide spectrum of submissions ranging from job offers, to your favorite SW tool, textbook or article, to submitting an early draft on which you would like to get feedback.

We have been operating CCRo for a couple of months to fine tune the system and fix a number of problems. Today, CCRo is stable and the initial feedback we got is encouraging. We hope that you find CCRo useful.

Don't be shy, make CCRo yours!

Please send your comments and observations on CCRo directly to us at ccronline@acm.org or to the SIGCOMM mailing list at sigcomm@postel.org. CCRo is hosted on the ACM SIGCOMM web site and accessible at http://www.sigcomm.org/CCR/drupal/
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